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i am always wanting to play the original doomsday engine dooom 1&2 with mods. but i cant find a proper player that works with my version of doomsday without rewiring all of it, if at all, or getting lag problems or other bugs. so i am thinking that doom 64 absolution should be a final version of doom in the doomsday engine if only for playing the original games in mod compatibility without any bugs.. the game is built
from the ground up with the new zdoom engine, and features physics updates and enhancements. in addition to the console-ready, day one editions of the game, night dive is also releasing the pc and mac versions in 2017. the engine, updated graphics, gameplay, and more are all totally overhauled, so no longer is this a port, but rather a total conversion, with an iconic game reimagined for all to experience the next

generation of videogame entertainment. in addition to new voice acting and performance, all levels were remastered and remapped, bringing the intuitive abilities of the human character to life. this version of doom 64/absolution also features all new gameplay mechanics, cinematic experiences, cinematic cutscenes, and a remastered soundtrack. and, naturally, the horror atmosphere is brought to life through a
remastered gore system that features new blood, gore, and dismemberment effects, and more. finally, all versions also feature numerous new settings and options, including a resolution and texture scaling system to allow for the use of high-resolution textures on your older computers, and console-only options for gamepad and keyboard-only control schemes. the enhanced editions can be purchased from the official

doom store for digital download on steam and on nintendo switch and will be available for physical purchase on playstation 4, xbox one, playstation 4 pro, xbox one x, and nintendo switch later this year.
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the conversion of doom 64 has its own version of the superweapon known as the hellgate.
whenever the player is hit by a newly spawned hellgate, the current player becomes a

champion and the next hellgate goes to their champion. this in turn, leads to a "super-duper-
hellgate" - a consecutive wave of up to 3 hellgate champions to fight. with the hellgate

champion system, the health, ammo, and powerups change for each champion. to combat
this, players can carry a version of the hellgate itself. this hellgate grants supercharge upon
death which in turn gives an increased number of health and ammo. in addition, the hellgate
grants a bonus of invincibility to the next hellgate enemy they get hit by. this grants players
a small measure of advantage on the wave. since there are some hellgate champions with a
double hit point cap, the developers also implemented a dodge mechanic. if a champion is

about to get hit by two hellgates at once, they will dodge instead. kaiser is considered a
master in composing music, creating sounds, writing code, doing art, and building these

things. he has been in the doom community for many years and has had a long and
successful career with doom. kaiser has also done some work with the mod archives of doom

as well. he has done and released a magazine, as well as work and released dvd/vcd
compilations. he has created a wiki, and has recently released two new dvd/vcd compilations

including audio commentary. kaiser is also the author of doom64: absolution soundtrack .
kaiser started working on the project in 2003. the original mission was a complete conversion
of the doom 64: absolution rom, and release for doomsday. but due to lack of time and funds,

he has released it in two parts - a conversion including 34 levels and all music/voice/vfx
patches, and released it as a total conversion including more levels, and including new

music/voice/vfx patches. the last release is the 1.14 version. the final release will include
some last details, such as the ability to change music modes in-game or easily changing

wads to the absolution map. 5ec8ef588b
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